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Spatial associations among species distributions, translated into chorotypes and biotic regions, 

provide insights into the processes that drive biodiversity patterns and identify natural units to 

optimize management and conservation planning. Such associations, even when analysed in 

the light of fuzzy logic, rely primarily on comparing species distributions via similarity 

indices commonly based on categorical presence/absence data [1,2]. Proximity between 

species’ occurrence sites is thus disregarded, such that the distributions of species living at 

adjacent, sometimes interspersed, but not strictly coincident localities are considered as 

different as those of species occurring very far from each other (Figure 1). This amplifies the 

effects of data deficiencies and the scale-dependence of distributional relationships, 

particularly for species with small distribution ranges [3]. The fuzzySim R package, now 

available on R-Forge, converts binary to fuzzy occurrence data on multiple-species data 

tables, using either trend surface analysis [4] or inverse distance to presence [5]; and 

implements fuzzy versions of the binary similarity indices that are commonly used for 

analysing distributional relationships and for determining chorotypes and biotic regions [6,7]. 

The method is robust to data source disparities, gaps or other errors in species occurrence 

data, even for restricted species for which slight inaccuracies can affect substantial parts of 

their range. The package is provided with sample data and an illustrated tutorial suitable for R 

beginners. 
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Figure 1. Left: recorded occurrences of three vole (Microtus) species in Western Europe on a 

UTM 50 km × 50 km grid [8]. Right: pair-wise similarities among these occurrence patterns 

using the traditional binary and the proposed fuzzy versions of Jaccard’s [6] and Baroni-

Urbani & Buser’s [7] similarity indices. Note that binary similarity is zero in all cases, while 

fuzzy similarity detects that M. guentheri and M. thomasi are more similar to each other (even 

with no overlapping occurrences) than to M. cabrerae. 
 


